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In 2014, we decided to celebrate our long-time friendship by starting a collaborative project using 

as a point of departure our shared curiosity about and connection with crows. We went crow 

fishing for several months: Don went to Israel, Bill traveled to Italy, and we both spent a day in 

Crow, Oregon and visited sites around the Northwest. Over time, through a kind of call and 

response, we engaged in a visual crow conversation. The works in this collection explore the 

mystical, mischievous, mysterious character of crows and our fascination with them. 

 In February, 2016, we invited a crow behaviorist from Chintimini Wildlife Refuge to join us in a 

Plethora of Crows presentation at Academy for Lifelong Learning, and in March, 2016, Pegasus 

Gallery in Corvallis, Oregon exhibited our first show. 

 

After the first exhibition, other artists entered into the crow conversation: Raymond Hunter with 

metal and wax crow sculptures and a welded steel frame for one of Bill’s paintings; Edith Wolfe 

with prints which will be assembled from her paintings and Don’s photography; Kevin Clark with 

woodcuts inspired by Bill’s work; and Brizz Meddings, whose photos of ibis in Malheur National 

Wildlife Refuge  inspired one of Bill’s paintings—both of which, in tandem and in turn, prompted 

one of Don’s giclee compositions.  

Several works in the collection express personal encounters with grief and gratitude. Trickster 

Steals His Heart is Bill’s painted prayer dedicated to late Native American artist Rick Bartow. Other 

paintings, created collaboratively in rotating sessions by Bill, his daughter Paige, and Rachel Urista, 

feature totemic imagery, tend toward abstraction, and respond to images originally sketched at 

Bartow’s memorial gathering.  

In 2017, Plethora of Crows will be expanded with works by additional artists and will be exhibited 

at the Benton County Historical Museum. 

 

   


